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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper ([l l]) we were primarily interested in the algebraic 
properties of algebras of linear forms. Here, we want to emphasize the 
relationships between these algebras and the efforts to generalize certain 
notions and theorems from the classical theory of convexity, made by various 
authors. The nature of these generalizations depends on the interests of the 
authors involved. Some of them rely on the combinatorial aspects of convex 
sets in Euclidean Space, thereby investigating analogues of the theorems of 
Caruthtiodory, &l/y and Radon (see for example [l], [3]; [8] and [16]). Others 
study the relations of convexity to topology ([5] and [7]). Also, several attempts 
of generalizing convexity are made in connection with axiomatizations of 
classical geometry (see [2] and [ 141). 
In most cases, the set-theoretic framework of these generalizations is 
essentially the same. It is our aim to investigate this framework in the setting of 
linear spaces. The results give reasons to believe that, within this setting, some 
attempts to generalize convexity are doomed to fail and, on the other hand, that 
others constitute no generalization at all, but merely duphte the classical 
theory. 
To advocate this opinion we shall test the three fundamental concepts of 
convexity named in the title of this paper on their generalizability to non-real 
linear spaces. 
First, however, we need to discuss the set-theoretic framework. 
We remind the reader that this and the previous paper partly consist of a 
combination of the results from the theses of both the authors ([lo] and [18]). A 
more detailed exposure can be found in there. 
1.1. An alignment .Y on a set X is a set of subsets of X satisfying 
(0 @, Xc y 
(ii) Y is closed under intersections of its members. 
(iii) 4v is closed under chain-unions of its members, 
(X, Y) is called an aligned space, the subsets of X in Y are called the Sconvex 
sets, 
The terminology we use is that of Jamison (171). An equivalent notion is the 
concept of an (algebraic) hull operator: 
1.2. A hull-operator on X is a mapping C: 2x+2x satisfying 
(i) A CB implies C(A) C C(B), 
(ii) A C C(A), 
(iii) C(A) = C(C(A)), 
(iv) C(@) = @ and 
(v) C(A)=U {C(B)lBCA,B finite) 
for all A,BCX. 
One can show (using Zorn’s lemma) that these notions indeed are equivalent: 
For an alignment Y on X, C~defined by C&3) = n {A cXIA E x:A 3B) is a 
hull-operator on X and, vice versa, for a hull operator C on X, S defined by 
L!&= {A CXI C(A) =A} is an alignment on X. In fact CY~= C and 9’6, = 9: 
1.3. In studying hull-operators on linear spaces it is quite natural to restrict 
oneself to operators C which commute with all linear mappings and with 
translations. In terms of an alignment Y this means that affine images and 
preimages of Z-convex sets are supposed to be .9-convex sets again. Such 
operators and alignments shall be called affine. 
Now, let R be a ring (with 1) and let M be the free R-module R”. An affine 
alignment Y on M determines the sets 
where ei is the ith unit vector of R”. d”(Y) is called the n-simplex of Y. In fact, 
the sequence d O(U), d l(U), d 2(U), . . . constitutes an affine simplices series as 
defined in [ll]. 
Conversely, an affine simplices series d”,d ‘,d 2, . . . over R defines an 
alignment YA on any R-module M by the clause 
AEYA iff CAiaiEA for anyao,...,a”EA and any il~dn 
Indeed, for M= R” we have d “( .$A) = d ’ and yA(q = X 
The above correspondence between affine alignments and affme simplices 
series will be frequently used in the sequel. 
2. EXTREMAL POINTS 
We shall adopt the concept of extremal point in an aligned space as 
introduced by Fuchssteiner [5] and Monna [12]. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let Y be an alignment, A E .Y and PEA; p is called an 
extremal point of A w.r.t. Y iff for all BCA the following holds: 
p E G(B) -+p E B. 
What kind of alignments admit the existence of extremal points? Of course, 
for any p, any 3 p is an extremal point of (p} w.r. t. 3Z To avoid similar trivial 
cases we shall adopt the following definition: 
2.2. DEFINITION. An affine alignment Y admits the existence of extremal 
points iff Vn EN, the set of extremal points of C&(et, ez, . . . , en) is just 
1 em, . . . . e,}. We call this condition (E). 
2.3. REMARK. Consider the case of an affine alignment Y’ on R” with the 
associated interval WA(U) = (0, 1) (see [ 111). If the characteristic of R unequals 2 
it is easy to show that Y consists of all subsets of the R-module involved. 
Therefore we exclude this case. If the characteristic equals 2 another possibility 
occurs. In this case it can be easily shown that el and e;! are extremal in C&el, 9) 
but for n L 3, C~(el, . . . , e,) has no extremal points. 
In the sequal we assume o~(Y)# (0, 1). 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let Y be an affine alignment on R”. Then Y satisfies (,E) 
if and only if el and e2 are the extremal points of Cy(el,c$. 
PROOF. If Y has property (E), necessity follows imediately. 
Conversely, suppose that el and Q are extremal in D&I, Q). Now if for some 
izz n, ei is not an extremal point of Cy(ei, e2, . . . , e,), none of the points 
em, . . ..e. will be extremal (since there exists a non-singular affine 
transformation which transforms er in e; and ei in er and since non-singular 
affine transformations map extremal points onto extremal points), in 
particular, et will not be extremal in C4o(er, . . . . en). If so, there exist elements 
x1 ,..., xkinC(et ,..., e,J\{e~)and(pr ,..., pk)Edk-*with Cf=,p;xi=el. 
This implies C fz1 p$: = 1 and C f= 1 PA= 0 if j> 1, where d is the jth 
coordinate of xi. 
Since xf E Ok, it follows that x,!e, E Cde,, 0). In virtue of 
and the extremality of et in CAO, et), at least one of the elements xf (0 I i I k) is 
equal to I, sayxj=l. 
Now i xj=l andx,! = 1, whence i xj=O. 
/=I I=2 
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To finish the proof, we will make use of the following typical argument: if for 
some 1~ (53, . . . . R} we have x:+0, then, since xJ! = 1, we obtain 1 +X~E WA(~) 
and therefore xj E I(o dtPJ) (see [ll]). We will consider the cases x:= -1 and 
XJ#-1. 
Case 1, xj#-1. 
Then (1 +x$1(1 -xJ)e,] +(-x$[(-x$)ei] =el. Since both (1 -x$e, and (-x$e, 
belong to C~(0,el) and since ei is extremal in this set we obtain: 
el E { (1 -x$e,, (-x$ei} and this is readily seen to contradict the assumption. 
Case 2. xj= -1. 
We have to treat two cases: 
Firstly, if 2 #O, then from (-l)(ei) + 2.0 = ei we get (as in Case 1): 
ei E (0, -ei} by extremality of ei in CdO, el), a contradiction. 
Secondly, if 2 = 0 there exists A E I(wd(y)) \ (0, l} and we can apply the 
construction as in Case 1 (with x,! replaced by A) to obtain a contradiction. 
In short, the assumption about x/! (2 I Iln) leads to a contradition. Thus we 
get x; = 0 (2 I I in), consequently xi = ei which is impossible since we initially 
assumed that {xi, ..* ,xk) c Cy(ei, . . . . en) \ {ei}. 
2.5. LEMMA. If an affine alignment Y has property (E), the alignment pan 
Ri defined by 
AE piff Aa+(l -A)bEA for any a,btzA and JEA and AEW,~Y) 
satisfies 
USE Y’and (0,l) is the set of extremal points of c(l~(a w.r.t. j: 
PROOF. (see [18]). 
This result shows the importance of investigating the interval CC)A associated to 
an affine simplices series d”,d I, . . . . We obtain the following 
26. THEOREM. If cu is an interval in R and Yis the alignment on R defined 
in the preceding lemma, then, if 0 and 1 are extremal points of o w.r.t. 2 the 
following condition (PO) holds: 
Vi= 1, . . . . FZ, VlbiEO i l/=0+ Vi(ili=O). 
i= 1 
PROOF. By induction on the number of terms in C. If n = 1, it is trivial and if 
n=2, h+A2=0 yields {Al, -AZ} c cu. By using the typical argument from the 
proof of 2.4 it is easily verified that Ai = A2 = 0. 
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Now suppose that the condition has been proved for lcl n and let CyI f A;= 0. 
Then CyL: (1 -A !)A;= 0 and since 
(1 -Al)Al+(l -Al)A2=A1(1 -Al)+{1 -AI)A~Ew and (1 -AI);~~Eo, 
the former equation can be considered as a summation of n terms in o, 
Therefore, by induction hypothesis, we get: 
(1 -Ar)A1+(1 -A@2=0 and by the case n=2: 
(1 -Al)l1=(l-Al)A2=~~~=(1 -Al)A.+I=O. 
Since 0 is extremal in 0, and since 0 E Cdl - A I, A.2) E cu, clearly 
0 E { 1 - 1 I, AZ}. If AZ = 0, then C,?,,’ li= 0 reduces to a sum of n terms belonging 
to w, hence AI =12=...=L=A nt 1 =O. If AI = 1, then by multiplying C,yJ,’ Ai 
with ;1 E w \ (0, 1) and performing the same reasoning as before, we get AA2 = 0, 
and again A = AA2 = AA3 = ... = AA,, + 1 = 0, which (in virtue of A # 0) is impossible. 
It is immediately clear from this result that, in a ring R with char R + 0, non- 
trivial intervals having 0 and 1 as extremal points cannot exist. The converse of 
this theorem however, need not to be true (see [18]). But the condition (PO) 
suggests connections between intervals with extremal points and partial 
orderings on R. We shall make this clear by the following arguments. 
2.7. If CL) is an interval on R with property (PO) then we can define a partial 
order I on R compatible with addition and multiplication in the following way: 
let h\l[w] be the additive semigroup generated by w and let the relation I be as 
follows: xsy~x+lhl[w]cy+ lFJ[cil]. 
If, conversely, RI is a partially ordered ring then it is easy to see that the set 
[0, I] is an interval, but the partial ordering generated by it need not coincide 
with the original (see [18]). 
In case R is commutative and, in particular, a field, we can define a partial 
order on R which is finer than that induced by t14[0] (set Pw = 
(~ERIZUEW\{O}:AXEU}, whichisequaltoU(ox-*IxEw\(O))incase 
of a field, and replace lt4[0] by Pw in the definition of 5). 
Now if (A” : n E N) is an affine simplices series and Y the corresponding 
alignment on R” with interval WA, the existence of extremal points for Y 
implies the existence of extremal points of .$ as we already remarked. Since 
XE L? iff (1 - 1)x1 + LQ E X for all XI, x2 E X and A E co, it is easy to see that the 
affine simplices series (An(~) : n EN) has degree 2. Therefore it is not difficult 
to prove that L? has property (E) iff o has 0 and 1 as extremal points w.r.t. Y: 
However, if an interval w has 0 and 1 as extremal points w.r.t. y: it will not 
necessarily follow that any Y’ with OA(Y) = w fulfills (E). This seems to depend 
strongly on the existence of own zero divisors in o (i.e. elements A,p E UI \ (0) 
with Ap =O). Indeed, a moment of reflection makes clear that if Y has not 
property (E) and 06~4”) has extremals 0 and 1 w.r.t, Z there exists some n EN, 
Olaw, a**, &ELI”(Y) and x0,x1, . . . . X~E w(xi# 0), such that pixi= 0 for all 
i=O, 1, . . . . n and such that for any i and SE w the relation (1 -pi)s = 0 implies 
s=o. 
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This last observation has the following consequence 
2.8. THEOREM. Let (d n : n EN) be an affine simplices series with associated 
interval w(=wd). If o is without own zero divisors, then % has property (E) iff 
the associated ideal 1(o) equals 0. 
PROOF. As we observed, it is sufficient to prove that w has extremal points 
w.r.t. 3 The condition is surely necessary, but also sufficient, since if there 
exist points p, v in cu \ (0) with (1 - n)p + Av = 0 for some A E U, we have 
-Av=(l-&EC& whence ~ZVE&U)= (0). Therefore Izv = 0 = (1 - A)p, 
therefore p or v equals 0, a contradiction. 
2.9. COROLLARY. If R is a domain and d O, d l, . . . an affine simplices series 
over R then 
9~ Satisfies (E) iff &IA) = 0. 
2.10. REMARK. This particular result seems to solve (in the negative) a 
conjecture made by Manna ([I2]) on a generalization of the Krein-Milrnan 
theorem for p-adic fields. Indeed, it seems that this last result makes it 
impossible to obtain a generalization of the theorem quoted. 
2.11. There is a more general way to construct affine alignments with 
property (E). To this end, consider the following result, which can easily be 
established by techniques already used: For a series d”,d 1, . . . ,& has property 
(E) iff C~Z’=l~illi~~~ for all PEA” and all &,...,&Ew~. (Here 02 
WA \ (0,l)). This suggests to consider a left unital R-module M with subsets X 
and Y such that XC Y and to search for an alignment y on M for which X and 
Y are P’convex sets and such that each point of Y \ X is extremal in Y. 
Indeed, let us define by induction: 
dOGK 0 = ((1)) 
A’(K y) =((l,O),(O, l)}U{W -4IJx+(l -u-x 
: 
An+&, Y)=((Ao ,..., An,O)IkA”(X, Y)} 
for all x,y~ Y (x#u)) 
U{(J-0, +**, A,+~,O,&,)IAEA”(X, Y)}U- 
l 4{(OJo,..., h,)jkA”(X, Y)}U- 
.-.U{UER”+*I~ Ui=lJ 24iXiEX 
for all mutually distinct xo, .*. ,xn+ I E Y}. 
After a straight forward (but rather technical) computation we obtain: 
2.12. PROPOSITION. (A”(X, Y) : n EN) is an affine simplices series. 
Moreover, if # #X’$ Y, PJJ(x, y) satisfies (E) and X, Y are P&x, y)-convex and 
each point of Y \ X is extremal in Y w.r.t. y&X, y). 
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2.13. It is clear that the former approach forces in some sense the introduction 
of a stronger notion of extremal point although we shall not go into detail here. 
In conclusion we can say that in considering more general situations (as for 
example if 9 and Y” are defined by different but comparable simplices series) 
we can obtain several extensions of results of Jamison ([7]). 
3. SEPARATION 
Throughout this section we assume R to be a commutative field K. 
As we know, one of the powerful tools in convex analysis is no doubt the 
classical separation theory. Therefore, it would be very practical to formulate 
separation theorems in a general alignment-theoretical context. The reader will 
not be surprised by the fact that various authors made this problem a subject of 
study. Let us mention only Ellis [4], Bryant & Webster [2], Manna [ 121. 
Consider the following (classical) statement: 
Two disjoint polyiopes can be strictly separated by a hyperplane. 
Indeed, in view of the classical case, it seems to be most important to introduce 
the notion of a side of a hyperplane. One possibility which is surely in 
agreement with classical convexity is the following 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let V be a vector space and Y an affine alignment on V’. 
By a hyperplane we mean the pre-image of a scaler under a non-trivial linear 
fuctional on V. 
A side S of a hyperplane H w.r.t. Y is a set which is maximal in satisfying 
both of the following conditions: $ E Y& SnH= @. 
It is easy to show (by using the chain union condition for alignments) that 
sides of hyperplanes indeed exist. However, strange situations are not excluded. 
For instance, it may well happen that if p, Q $ H, there exists sides S, and Sq, 
p E S,, q E S4 with Spit S4 and S,n S,# @. In fact, what we are willing to ask is 
that if p E H, there exists only one side containingp. This is what we will call the 
partition property. 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let V be a vector space and 6p an affine alignment on V. 
We say that Y has the partition property (PP for short) if for each hyperplane 
H the sides of H form a partition of V \ H. 
As we shall see, the partition property, although seemingly a weak separation 
property, has a lot of consequences. Here, we shall give an algebraic 
classification of P&alignments. As a result, it turns out that for these 
alignments, except for some isolated cases, the Caratheodory-, Helly- and 
Radon numbers have their classical values. Furthermore, the degree of these 
alignments can be shown to be 0,2 or 3. (The degree of Y is the degree of d(y), 
see Ill]). Anyway, as it will be seen, the PP leaves only little room for 
generalizing notions from the classical theory. In the remainder of this section 
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we shall give a brief outline of the methods used to classify these alignments in 
one particular case. A complete proof can be found in [lo]. But first the 
theorem. 
3.3. THEOREM (The PP-classification theorem). 
Let V be a vector space over a field K and Y an affine, simplicialt alignment 
on I? Then 9 satisfies PP iff Y is an alignment of one of the following three 
types: 
(A) K is an orderedfield and 04(a= (XEK]OSXS I} +I, where 1(=1(o)) is a 
prime ideal (of infinitesimals) in the ring of s-finite elements of K, 
i.e. the ring (xEKI&EN with --nz~x~n). The simplices series 
LiO(U),dl(Y), . . . . d”(Y), . . . of Y is the series defined by d”(Y) = 
{A/c Ai=l,AiEW(Y)}. Yhasdegree2and&={xcKI foranyiEI,x>i 
and x-l > i}, where EY is the side of 0, containing 1 (in the one-dimensional 
case). 
(B) K is a (non-urchimedean) valued field and W&44) equals the valuation ring 
& The simplices series of Y is the series defined by 
PEO consists of the translated @-submodules of V. In case the residue class 
field is Bz, the degree of the series is 3. If not, the degree is 2. In both cases 
EF 1 -t q where q is the valuation ideal, 
(C) K is a (non-archimedean) valued field. We use the same notation as in (B): 
OLI(F)=~UI +q and 
A”(Y)=AlC k=l,kf~~d(~),Ai~j~~ for i#j}. 
The series has degree 2 (or 0 in case q = (0)) and EY is the group of units in 
a 
3.4. REMARK. It can be easily shown that if Yis an alignment on V(over K) 
an alignment YK on K is defined by 
XEYKiffXeEPYforsomeeEV, e#O. 
YK can be viewed upon as an affine alignment on a one-dimensional inear space 
over K, moreover, Y has PP iff YK has. Since affine isomorphisms on T/or on K 
transform sides into sides, we can restrict ourselves to the study of the unique 
side of 0 containing 1 in K, Now, let Ey= {xEKIO$C~(I,X)): 
3.5. PROPOSITION. 
(i) If F has PP, EY is the unique side of 0 containing 1. 
(ii) Y has PP iff EY is a Y-convex set. 
(iii) If Y has PP then EY is a subgroup of K*. 
1 A simplicid alignment Y is an alignment satisfying yd’d( Y) = Y (see 1.3). For finite-dimensional 
vector spaces this condition in 3.3 is necessary to exclude pathological cases (see [lo]). 
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PROOF. See [lo]. 
The classification is carried out by distinguishing the following cases: 
(a) -1 $E and I(o) = (0) 
(b) -leEand -l$o 
(c) -1 $E and ~(O)=(L) 
(d) -1EEand -HEW 
(e) -1 EE and -1 $w 
(the subscripts are omitted here and in the sequel). 
We will just treat cases a, b and c, i.e. the case where E is not O-symmetric 
(i.e. -1 $ E). For the other cases we refer to the appendix of [lo]. 
3.6. LEMMA. If -1 $E and Y has PP, w is a total interval i.e. 
K=oU-wu-w-‘Uw-1. 
PROOF. Indeed, if - 1 $ E, then it follows immediately from the definition of E 
that char K# 2. But then there exists A E o with 0 =1(-l) + (1 - 11)1, whence 
A = 4 E w. This implies that E is a midpoint convex subgroup of K * hence the 
system of cosets of E in K* constitutes a pseudo-order as defined in (91. The 
result then follows from lemma 1.8 (p. 467) of that same paper. 
3.7. LEMMA. If w is a total interval with I(w)= (01, there exists a total 
ordering s on K such that cu = {XE K\ 0 5x5 1) (with the exception of K= ZJ, 
w=(O,l)). 
PROOF. If o={O,l}, then {O,l}U{O,-l}=K, whence K=H2 or Z.3 and as 
one readily sees, K= Z2 is impossible, since then I(w) = w # {O}. Now if 
wf (0,l) and I(m)= {0}, we know from [l l] that the cone of o (i.e. Pm) is a 
partial ordering of K. Since Pw = CLPCL-’ and w is total, it follows that Pw is in 
fact a total ordering on K (since cclU W-I C CU*CL)-’ = Pw, we have in fact 
P,U -Pw=K). Moreover, if Ocxcl, then XEP, and XE 1 -Pm, whence 
x E P, n 1 - P, > cc). Therefore -x, x-l and -x-l cannot belong to w, thus x E w 
by totality of w, i.e. P,n 1 - Pw = o. So far we have treated case (a). 
3.8. LEMMA. If Y has PP and -1 $ E, then I(o) is a prime ideal in Z[w], 
which is a valuation ring in this case. 
PROOF. Indeed, since 3’ has PP and -1 $ E, o is total. Since o U -WC k[w] 
we get readily Z[w] U H[w] -I =K, whence Z[w] is a valuation ring. By using the 
fact that E is an Y’convex subgroup of K *, H[o] is a valuation ring and I(o) an 
ideal of it, we conclude after some technical computations that 1((w) is prime 
(see [lo], appendix p. 122). 
Now since I(o) is a prime ideal in the valuation ring H[w], either I(w) = H[o] 
or I(w) is a subset of the valuation ideal of B[w]. In the first case we have 
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crl= Z[w] = I(w), (therefore finishing the classification of case 2.4. (c)). In the 
second one we know that a valuation ring 8 exist with Z[w] c 0 and I(w) as its 
valuation ideal. Let k denote the residue class field .0/&u) and - the canonical 
homomorphism of d onto k. Then we know that G is an interval in k with 
I(&) =0 (see [ll]). Since o is total in K, 6 will be total in k, therefore we 
conclude: 
3.9. LEMMA. If Y has PP, -1 $ E and I(o) # o, there exists a valuation ring 
B>cc, such that I(w) is the valuation ideal of fl Moreover, if k denotes the 
residue class field @U(w) and - the canonical homomorphism of PIonto k, a 
total ordering p on k exists for which G=pn(l -p). 
To finish our treatment of case (b), we remember the following facts. A 
valuation ring B of K is said to be compatible with an ordering P on K if @is 
convex w.r.t. the interval Ptl 1 -P. If (ui s compatible with P, one can show 
that m is an ordering on the residue class field of 8. Furthermore, it is not 
hard to prove the equivalence of the following statements: 
(i) 0 is compatible with P. 
(ii) The valuation ideal of @ is convex w.r. t. P fl 1 - P. 
(iii) B includes the valuation ring of P-finite elements i.e. 
{Xp%EN, Ixl92) c I!% 
(iv) The valuation ideal of d is a prime ideal in the ring of P-finite elements. 
NQW, in [15] Prestef has shown that an ordering p on the residue class field of B 
is induced by an ordering P of K, i.e. p =m, and P can be taken such that B 
is compatible with it. 
Combining Prestel’s result and lemma 2.9 we obtain: 
3.10. THEOREM. If Y has PP and -1 $E and I(cu)#w, there exists a total 
ordering 5 on K such that w={x~KlO<x<l) +1(o). Moreover, I(o) is a 
prime ideal (of infinitesimals) in the ring of c-finite elements. This completely 
finishes case (b) of 2.4. 
The remaining cases are treated in a similar way. Once we have established 
the algebraic form of the possible intervals o, it is not too hard to find the 
specific form of the simplices series they generate. This finishes definitely the 
classification theorem. 
4. CARATHBODORY, HELLY AND RADON NUMBERS 
ResuIts in this area of convexity are rather sparse. Indeed, no concise 
algebraic description is known at this moment for all these numbers in general. 
There is one exception if we assume the base ring to be a commutative field K 
and the Helly or Radon numbers to be classical in the sense of h = dim V+ 1 
and r = dim Vi- 2. Then it has been shown in [I 0] that K is totally ordered with 
w= (xl 0~x5 1) in case I(w) = (0). This implies immediately that the 
Caratheodory number too is classical, i.e. c=dim V+ 1. In case I(co)# (0) it 
may be possible to look for a characterization of intervals defining classical 
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Helly and Radon numbers in terms of well known algebraic concepts (compare 
Section 3). Indeed, as we already mentioned in Section 3, if 9 has PP then these 
numbers have their classical values except for some isolated cases. In case (A) of 
the classification theorem the numbers are classical, simply by the theorems of 
Heily and Radon. 
In case (B) Jamison has shown that these numbers are classical except if 
V= Fk, and in case (C) he showed that if BfK, the CarathCodory number 
equals dim V+ 1. Moreover if the residue class field k is finite, the Helly and 
Radon invariants are qdim V and qdimV + 1 (where q = lkl), but if k is infinite 
neither a Helly nor a Radon number exists (see [6]), 
In [18] it is proved that for certain intervals neither Caratheodory, Helly nor 
Radon numbers exist (where these numbers are defined w.r.t. the alignment on 
k[w] defined by u), and that, if w defines alignments on each module over 
H[w] with Caratheodory number c (c fixed), o is generated by a finite set of 
mutually commuting idempotents, 
Apart from these results however we may conclude that it seems to be very 
hard to find simple algebraic conditions on intervals, which allow the existence 
of the corresponding combinatorial invariants. 
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